## Targeted Teaching Topic

**Author:** Jennifer Judt  
**School:** Norfolk High School

### Summary of Topic:

Anatomy

### Main Curriculum Tie:

Musculoskeletal system.

### Required Materials for Lesson:

- Paper.
- Black markers.
- Light source.

### Background for Teacher:

### Student Prior Knowledge:

Names of bones.

### Intended Learning Outcome:

Reinforcement location of bones.

### Instructional Procedure:

- Students work in pairs.
- Use light source to trace a body part on a piece of paper. Example, one group does a right hand, right arm, head, etc.).
- Label the part with appropriate scientific names.
- Students should work together to arrange all the parts in the correct configuration by taping them to a wall or other surface for display.
- Not all tracings will be to the same scale. This will add interest and an artistic flair.

### How to Measure Outcome:

Observation. Check labels.